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Abstra t

The des ription of longitudinal photons is far from trivial, and their phenomenologi al importan e is largely unknown. While the ross se tion for
dire t intera tions is al ulable, an even more important ontribution ould
ome from resolved states. In the development of our model for the intera tions of (real and) virtual photons, we have modeled resolved longitudinal
e e ts by simple multipli ative fa tors on the resolved transverse-photon
ontributions. Re ently, a rst set of parton distributions for longitudinal virtual photons has been presented by Chyla. We therefore ompare
their impa t on some representative distributions, relative to the simpler
approa hes.
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1 Introdu tion
The intera tions of a real photon are nontrivial, sin e the photon an u tuate into
partly non-perturbative qq hadron-like states. These strongly-intera ting states a tually
are responsible for the bulk of the p and ross se tions. In the spirit of hadroni
physi s, it is ne essary to introdu e parton distribution fun tions (PDF's) in order to
des ribe jet produ tion, with non-perturbative boundary onditions at some low 20 s ale
followed by a perturbatively de ned evolution towards larger 2. Also like in hadroni
physi s, a des ription of total, elasti and di ra tive ross se tions tends to rely on Regge
type phenomenology, but again with many unknowns. The hadron-like intera tion types
are omplemented by the dire t intera tions of the photons, to form a photoprodu tion
framework.
In moving from the real to the virtual photon, matters do not be ome any simpler.
Granted, on e the photon virtuality Q2 is very large, the deeply inelasti s attering (DIS)
language of ep ollisions an be used quite su essfully, but this language bears little
resemblan e with the one used for real photons, and annot be extended to small Q2 . So,
in the intermediate region, say Q2  m2 , physi s is at best a bit of ea h, at worst beyond
either of the two frameworks. In a set of two re ent arti les [1, 2℄ we have tried to develop
a model that should provide a smooth interpolation between the photoprodu tion and
the DIS regions, in the rst arti le studying jet produ tion and in the se ond the total
ross se tion of events.
A spe ial problem here is the ontribution from longitudinal photons. By gauge invarian e we know that longitudinal photon intera tions must vanish in the limit Q2 ! 0.
However, in the few instan es where their e e ts have been measured at nonvanishing
Q2 , the ontribution has been quite signi ant, from ve tor meson polarization in exlusive rea tions [3℄ to the standard DIS analysis of R = L p=T p at small x and Q2
[4℄. Furthermore, in QED pro esses like e+e ! e+ e e+ e the longitudinal ontributions
are non-negligible [5, 6, 7℄. Some of these ontributions an be given a partoni interpretation, so it would be tempting again to use the time-honoured parton-distribution
language. This is not a universally a epted route, but we may re all the su esses in
des ribing mu h of the di ra tive phenomenology in terms of a partoni stru ture of the
Pomeron [8℄, a state about as virtual and elusive as the longitudinal photon.
Re ently a rst set of PDF's for the longitudinal photon was presented by Chyla
[5℄. While the analysis is sensitive to the non-perturbative input for predi tions at small
Q2 , this sensitivity is redu ed for larger Q2 . A ess to sensible PDF's should allow an
improved predi tivity for a number of observables, ompared with our previous approa h
of using simple Q2 - and 2-dependent fa tors to estimate the potential impa t of the
longitudinal-photon ontribution. It is noteworthy that the total p and   ross
se tions do ontain low-p? omponents as well, for whi h a partoni interpretation is only
impli it, and where the need for simpler ansatze remains.
The plan of this letter is the following. In se tion 2 we summarize the main features of
our model for virtual-photon intera tions, and in se tion 3 how the model an be extended
to en ompass an assumed longitudinal-photon ontribution as well. Some omparisons,
between the more sophisti ated approa h of having PDF's for longitudinal photons and
the simpler one of x-independent multipli ative fa tors, are presented in se tion 4. Finally,
some on lusions are drawn in se tion 5.
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2 A Model for Photon Intera tions
In this se tion we summarize the model presented in [1, 2℄. It starts from the model for
real photons in [9℄, but further develops this model and extends it also to en ompass the
physi s of virtual photons. The physi s has been implemented in the Pythia generator
[10℄, so that omplete events an be studied under realisti onditions.
Photon intera tions are ompli ated sin e the photon wave fun tion ontains so many
omponents, ea h with its own intera tions. To rst approximation, it may be subdivided
into a dire t and a resolved part. (In higher orders, the two parts an mix, so one has to
provide sensible physi al separations between the two.) In the former the photon a ts as a
pointlike parti le, while in the latter it u tuates into hadroni states. These u tuations
are of O( em), and so orrespond to a small fra tion of the photon wave fun tion, but
this is ompensated by the bigger ross se tions allowed in strong-intera tion pro esses.
For real photons therefore the resolved pro esses dominate the total ross se tion, while
the pointlike ones take over for virtual photons.
The u tuations ! qq (! ) an be hara terized by the transverse momentum
k? of the quarks, or alternatively by some mass s ale m ' 2k?, with a spe trum of
u tuations / dk?2 =k?2 . The low-k? part annot be al ulated perturbatively, but is
instead parameterized by experimentally determined ouplings to the lowest-lying ve tor
mesons, V = 0 , !0, 0 and J= , an ansatz alled VMD for Ve tor Meson Dominan e.
Parton distributions are de ned with a unit momentum sum rule within a u tuation [11℄,
giving rise to total hadroni ross se tions, jet a tivity, multiple intera tions and beam
remnants as in hadroni intera tions. In intera tions with a hadron or another resolved
photon, jet produ tion o urs by typi al parton-s attering pro esses su h as qq0 ! qq0 or
gg ! gg.
States at larger k? are alled GVMD or Generalized VMD, and their ontributions
to the parton distribution of the photon are alled anomalous. Given a dividing line
k0 ' 0:5 GeV to VMD states, the anomalous parton distributions are perturbatively
al ulable. The total ross se tion of a state is not, however, sin e this involves aspe ts of
soft physi s and eikonalization of jet rates. Therefore an ansatz is hosen where the total
ross se tion of a state s ales like kV2 =k?2 , where the adjustable parameter kV  m =2 for
light quarks. The spe trum of GVMD states is taken to extend over a range k0 < k? < k1,
where k1 is identi ed with the p?min(s) ut-o of the perturbative jet spe trum in hadroni
intera tions, p?min(s)  1:5 GeV at typi al energies [10℄. Above that range, the states are
assumed to be suÆ iently weakly intera ting that no eikonalization pro edure is required,
so that ross se tions an be al ulated perturbatively without any re ourse to Pomeron
phenomenology. There is some arbitrariness in that hoi e, and some simpli ations are
required in order to obtain a manageable des ription.
A real dire t photon in a p ollision an intera t with the parton ontent of the
proton: q ! qg (QCD Compton) and g ! qq (Boson Gluon Fusion). The p? in this
ollision is taken to ex eed k1, in order to avoid double- ounting with the intera tions
of the GVMD states. In , the equivalent situation is alled single-resolved, where a
dire t photon intera ts with the partoni omponent of the other, resolved photon. The
dire t pro ess ! qq has no orresponden e in p.
As an illustration of this s enario, the phase spa e of p events is shown in Fig. 1.
(A orresponding plot an be made for , but then requires three dimensions.) Two
transverse momentum s ales are introdu ed, namely the photon resolution s ale k? and
the hard intera tion s ale p?. Here k? is a measure of the virtuality of a u tuation of the
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Figure 1: (a) S hemati graph for a hard p pro ess, illustrating the on ept of two
di erent s ales. (b) The allowed phase spa e for this pro ess, with one subdivision
into event lasses.
photon and p? orresponds to the most virtual rung of the ladder, possibly apart from k?.
As we have dis ussed above, the low-k? region orresponds to VMD and GVMD states
that en ompasses both perturbative high-p? and non-perturbative low-p? intera tions.
Above k1, the region is split along the line k? = p?. When p? > k? the photon is resolved
by the hard intera tion, as des ribed by the anomalous part of the photon distribution
fun tion. This is as in the GVMD se tor, ex ept that we should (probably) not worry
about multiple parton{parton intera tions. In the omplementary region k? > p?, the
p? s ale is just part of the traditional evolution of the proton PDF's up to the s ale of
k?, and thus there is no need to introdu e an internal stru ture of the photon. One ould
imagine the dire t lass of events as extending below k1 and there being the low-p? part
of the GVMD lass, only appearing when a hard intera tion at a larger p? s ale would
not preempt it. This possibility is impli it in the standard ross se tion framework.
If the photon is virtual, it has a redu ed probability to u tuate into a ve tor meson
state, and this state has a redu ed intera tion probability. This an be modeled by a
traditional dipole fa tor (m2V =(m2V + Q2))2 for a photon of virtuality Q2 , where mV ! 2k?
for a GVMD state. Putting it all together, the ross se tion of the GVMD se tor then
s ales like
Zk
dk?2 kV2  4k?2 2 :
(1)
k?2 k?2 4k?2 + Q2
k
For a virtual photon the DIS pro ess  q ! q is also possible, but by gauge invarian e
its ross se tion must vanish in the limit Q2 ! 0. At large Q2 , the dire t pro esses an
be onsidered as the O( s) orre tion to the lowest-order DIS pro ess, but the dire t
ones survive for Q2 ! 0. There is no unique pres ription for a proper ombination at
all Q2 , but we have attempted an approa h that gives the proper limits and minimizes
double ounting. For large Q2, the DIS  p ross se tion is proportional to the stru ture
fun tion F2 (x; Q2) with the Bjorken x = Q2=(Q2 + W 2). Sin e normal parton distribution
parameterizations are frozen below some Q0 s ale and therefore do not obey the gauge
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invarian e ondition, an ad ho fa tor (Q2 =(Q2 + m2 ))2 is introdu ed for the onversion
from the parameterized F2 (x; Q2 ) to a DISp:
2 2

4 em F (x; Q2 ) = 42 emQ2 X e2 xq(x; Q2 ) + xq (x; Q2) :
Q2
p
DIS '
Q2 + m2
Q2 2
(Q2 + m2)2 q q
(2)
Here m is some non-perturbative hadroni mass parameter, for simpli ity identi ed with
the  mass. One of the Q2=(Q2 + m2) fa tors is required already to give nite totp for
onventional parton distributions, and ould be viewed as a s reening of the individual
partons at small
Q2 . The se ond fa tor is hosen to give not only a nite but a tually a
vanishing DISp for Q2 ! 0 in order to retain the pure photoprodu tion des ription there.
This latter fa tor thus is more a matter of onvenien e, and other approa hes ould have
been pursued.
In order to avoid double- ounting between DIS and dire t events, a requirement p? >
max(k1; Q) is imposed on dire t events. In the remaining DIS ones, denoted lowest order
(LO) DIS, thus p? < Q. This would suggest a subdivision LOpDIS = DISp direp t , with
DISp given by eq. (2) and direp t by the perturbative matrix elements. In the limit Q2 ! 0,
the DIS ross
se tion is now onstru ted to vanish while the dire t is not, so this would
suggest LOpDIS < 0. However, here we expe t the orre t answer not to be a negative
number but an exponentially suppressed one, by a Sudakov form fa tor. This modi es
the ross se tion:
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Sin e we here are in a region where the DIS ross se tion is no longer the dominant one,
this hange of the total DIS ross se tion is not essential.
The overall pi ture, from a DIS perspe tive, is illustrated in Fig. 2, now with three
s ales to be kept tra k of. The traditional DIS region is the strongly ordered one, Q2 
k?2  p2?, where DGLAP-style evolution [12℄ is responsible for the event stru ture. As
always, ideology wants strong ordering, while the a tual lassi ation is based on ordinary
ordering Q2 > k?2 > p2?. The region k?2 > max(Q2; p2?) is also DIS, but of the O( s) dire t
kind. The region where k? is the smallest s ale orresponds to non-ordered emissions, that
then go beyond DGLAP validity, while the region p2? > k?2 > Q2 over the intera tions of
a resolved virtual photon. Comparing Figs. 1b and 2b, we on lude that the whole region
p? > k? involves no double ounting, sin e we have made no attempt at a non-DGLAP DIS
des ription but an hoose to over this region entirely by the VMD/GVMD des riptions.
A tually, it is only in the orner p? < k? < min(k1; Q) that an overlap an o ur between
the resolved and the DIS des riptions. Some further onsiderations show that usually
either of the two is strongly suppressed in this region, ex ept in the range of intermediate
Q2 and rather small W 2 . Typi ally, this is the region where x  Q2 =(Q2 + W 2 ) is not
lose to zero, and where F2 is dominated by the valen e-quark ontribution. The latter
behaves roughly / (1 x)n, with an n of the order of 3 or 4. Therefore we will introdu e
a orresponding damping fa tor to the VMD/GVMD terms.
In total, we have now arrived at our ansatz for all Q2 :
totp = DISp
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Figure 2: (a) S hemati graph for a hard p pro ess, illustrating the on ept of
three di erent s ales. (b) Event lassi ation in the large-Q2 limit.
with four main omponents. Most of these in their turn have a ompli ated internal
stru ture, as we have seen. The   ollision between two inequivalent photons ontains
13 omponents: four when the VMD and GVMD states intera t with ea h other (doubleresolved), eight with a LO DIS or dire t photon intera tion on a VMD or GVMD state
on either side (single-resolved, in luding the traditional DIS), and one where two dire t
photons intera t by the pro ess   ! qq (dire t, not to be onfused with the dire t
pro ess of p).
An important note is that the Q2 dependen e of the DIS and dire t pro esses is
implemented in the matrix element expressions, i.e. in pro esses su h as   ! qq or
 q ! qg the photon virtuality expli itly enters. This is di erent from VMD/GVMD,
where dipole fa tors are used to redu e the assumed ux of partons inside a virtual
photon relative to those of a real one, but the matrix elements themselves ontain no
dependen e on the virtuality either of the partons or of the photon itself. Typi ally
results are obtained with the SaS 1D PDF's for the virtual (transverse) photons [11℄,
sin e these are well mat hed to our framework, e.g. allowing a separation of the VMD
and GVMD/anomalous omponents.
3 The Longitudinal Photon Contribution
In ep intera tions, the ross se tion an be written as [13℄:
d2 (ep ! eX) = f T (y; Q2) (y; Q2) + f L (y; Q2) (y; Q2) ;
T
L
=e
=e
dy dQ2

5

(5)

with the uxes of transverse and longitudinal photons given by


1
+
(1
y )2 1 2m2e y
em
T
2
;
f =e (y; Q ) =
2
y
Q2
Q4
2(1 y) 1 :
f L=e (y; Q2 ) = em
2 y Q2

(6)
(7)

Here y = qP=kP is the energy-momentum fra tion arried o from the in oming ele tron
by the virtual photon. The y or Q2 an be traded in for the Bjorken x, but this x an
be given an interpretation in terms of the momentum fra tion of the stru k quark in the
proton only in the DIS region of large Q2. In e+e events, an f T=e or f L=e o urs on ea h
side, thus giving four terms by simple generalization of eq. (5).
The model summarized in the previous se tion is intended to des ribe in detail the T
term, whi h is omposed of all the many di erent kinds of events. So far, nothing has been
said about L, ex ept that gauge invarian e di tates its vanishing in the limit Q2 ! 0.
However, we will assume that quite a similar de omposition an be made of longitudinal
photon intera tions as was done for the transverse one. To rst approximation, this again
means a separation into dire t and resolved photons. In dire t pro esses, the nature of
the photon is expli itly in luded in the perturbative ross se tion formulae. Thus, for
 q ! qg and  g ! qq, the di erential ross se tions d^T =dt^ and d^L =dt^ are separately
available [14℄. The latter is proportional to Q2 and thus ni ely vanishes in the limit
Q2 ! 0. Similarly the   ! qq pro ess gives four separate ross se tion formulae,
d^TT;TL;LT;LL=dt^ [6℄. The DIS, non-dire t part urrently ontains no expli it des ription
of a longitudinal probing photon, only of a probed one. However, to the extent that PDF's
are extra ted from F2 / T + L data, e e ts may be impli itly in luded. Furthermore,
perturbative al ulations [15℄ predi t L  T in the large-Q2 region, where this pro ess
dominates.
For resolved pro esses, intera tions ome in two kinds.
(i) Given a PDF set for the longitudinal photon, jet ross se tions an be obtained by the
traditional onvolution of parton uxes with the hard-s attering matrix elements. The
PDF's are to be evaluated at some fa torization s ale 2 related to the hardness of the
s attering, e.g. 2 = p2? = t^u^=s^ if Q2 an be negle ted.
(ii) In low-p? intera tions there is no easily de nable perturbative s ale . The relevant
s ale instead an be taken as the mass of the state, i.e. mV for VMD and 2k? for GVMD,
or m if one simpli es even further, given that the 0 dominates the VMD/GVMD se tor
(though less so at large Q2). Su h a hoi e is not unreasonable also from a partoni point
of view: low-p? means no intera tions above k1 = p?min(s)  2m but ertainly allows
intera tions below this s ale, and k1 =2 might be a reasonable estimate of the typi al order.
In the past, we have studied a few simple multipli ative expressions. Rewriting eq. (5)
(for the resolved part only) as
!
!
d2 (ep ! eX) = f T  1 + f L=e L = f T  1 + f L=e R ;
(8)
=e T
=e T
dy dQ2
f T=e T
f T=e
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the forms introdu ed for jet produ tion were
42Q2 ;
(9)
R = R1 (y; Q2 ; 2 ) = a 2
( + Q2 )2
4
Q2
2
2
(10)
R = R2 (y; Q ;  ) = a 2
( + Q2 ) ;
4Q2 ;
R = R3 (y; Q2 ; 2 ) = a 2
(11)
(m + Q2 )
and for the total ross se tion pro esses
4m2 Q2
R = r1 (m2V ; Q2 ) = a 2 V 2 2 ;
(12)
(mV + Q )
4Q 2 :
R = r2 (m2V ; Q2 ) = a 2
(13)
(mV + Q2 )
Here a in all ases denotes an unknown number, where the intention was to use a = 1
as an extreme ontrast to the no-longitudinal-e e ts a = 0, with the truth likely to be
somewhere in between. All the expressions were onstru ted to vanish like Q2 for Q2 ! 0.
R1 and r1 also vanish for large Q2 , while the rest there be ome Q2 -independent. The independent option R3 essentially is the same as r2 . In   events, the same approa h
is pursued, with one multipli ative fa tor for ea h side with a resolved photon.
It is thus this framework that should be ontrasted with what is o ered by a set
fi (x; 2 ) of PDF's for the longitudinal photon, where the dependen e on parton spe ies
i and momentum fra tion xi is expli itly given. Assuming that a hard intera tion at s ale
2 is sele ted for the transverse photon, this entails knowledge of i and xi . Then a sensible
hoi e would be
Q2 fi (xi ; 2; Q2 )
R = RPDF = 2
:
(14)
Q + m2 fi (xi ; 2 ; Q2 )
We have here hosen to introdu e one modi ation for the Chyla fi , as an be seen.
His parameterizations are not intended to be valid for Q2 < 1 GeV2 or thereabout, sin e
the quark mass e e ts have not been in luded, whi h would provide a dampening in
that region. In order to use them below that s ale, the ad ho multipli ative fa tor
Q2 =(Q2 + m2 ) is introdu ed to ensure the orre t limiting behaviour for Q2 ! 0, while
rapidly approa hing unity for Q2 > 1 GeV2. The PDF's an then be frozen below the
lowest s ale for whi h they an meaningfully be evaluated. In the expli it al ulation of
fi (xi ; 2 ; Q2 ), the relations 0:001  xi  0:995 and 1  ln(2 =2QCD)= ln(Q2 =2QCD) 
3:9 need to be ful lled and are set to the relevant boundary values if not. It may lead to a
negative PDF, however, wherefore the requirement fi  0 is imposed when al ulating
RPDF .
For the studies in this arti le, the pro edure used is to generate events based on the
transverse part of resolved photons only, and then to apply one or several of the R options
above as weight for the event. Thus the in lusion of resolved longitudinal-photon e e ts
is not seen as the appearan e of any new kinds of hadroni nal states, but only as a
more or less in reased ross se tion for the already existing transverse-photon ones. This
may not be entirely orre t | any initial-state radiation would probe fi in the region
of s ales below 2 and momentum fra tions above xi, e.g. | but should be a good rst
approximation, espe ially in view of all the other un ertainties.
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Figure 3: a) The xi -weighted parton distribution fun tions as given by Chyla and
SaS 1D, solid and dashed lines respe tively, for a fa torization s ale 2 = 10 GeV2
and a photon virtuality Q2 = 0:5 GeV2. xi is the momentum fra tion arried by
parton i. In falling order at small xi the following urves are shown: the sum of the
gluon and four lightest avours (in luding the respe tive anti- avour ontribution),
the gluon and the u-quark (ex luding u) ontributions. b) The ratio of the Chyla
and SaS 1D PDF's as a fun tion of xi for the u-quark and the gluon at two di erent
photon virtualities, 0.5 and 2 GeV2, for a xed fa torization s ale 2 = 10 GeV2 .
4 Some Results
The signi an e of the longitudinal-photon ontribution depends on the fi =fi ratio,
but also on other fa tors, su h as the size of the dire t ontribution, or the smearing of
the parton-level kinemati s in realisti observables. We therefore begin by a brief study
of fi =fi itself before illustrating experimental onsequen es.
The virtual photon PDF used for transversely resolved photons is the SaS 1D one [11℄.
In Fig. 3a it is ompared to Chyla's longitudinal photon PDF as a fun tion of the momentum fra tion xi arried by parton i. The down-type quarks give one quarter of the
u-quark ontribution, due to the di eren e in ele tri harge. In Chyla's PDF, no di eren e is made between u and , whereas in SaS 1D harm mass e e ts are in luded, whi h
dampens the distribution at low photon virtualities. In general, the low-end region in xi
is dominated by the gluon ontribution and, with the subdivision made in SaS 1D, the
major part omes from the VMD omponent (at this low photon virtuality). In the highxi end, it is instead the valen e quarks that dominate and onsequently the anomalous,
point-like, omponent of the PDF. The longitudinal PDF's in rease faster as ompared
to the transverse ones when going to lower xi .
With 2 = 10 GeV2, the u-quark and gluon ratios of the two PDF's are shown in
Fig. 3b as a fun tion of xi for two di erent photon virtualities, 0.5 and 2 GeV2. At
xi < 0:5 the ratios are between 0.4 and 1.6. When in reasing the photon virtuality for a
xed fa torization s ale 2 a non-trivial hange in the ratios is obtained due to various
e e ts, for example, shrinking evolution ranges and a faster dampening for the VMD
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4:PThe ratio of longitudinal and transverse parton distributions of the photon,
P
2
i fi =
i fi , as a fun tion of the fa torization s ale  for di erent xed parton
momentum fra tions xi . The photon virtuality is 0.5 GeV2. The ratio is between
the sum of the gluon and the four lightest avours ontribution for the two PDF's.
In de reasing order at high 2, xi is equal to: 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. a = 0:5
was used to al ulate the di erent R fa tors.
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In Fig. 4, the PDF ratio i fi = i fi is plotted as a fun tion of the fa torization
s ale 2 for di erent xed xi with a photon virtuality of 0.5 GeV2. Also shown are
the di erent R fa tors with a = 0:5. In the omplete event generation, the mass of
the u tuation is used in the ri fa tors (eq. (12) and (13)), i.e. mV for VMD and 2k?
for GVMD, but for illustrative purposes the 0 mass has been used for this parti ular
distribution. Therefore, in this plot, r2 redu es to the simple R3 alternative. At small
and medium x-values the 2 dependen e is moderate and the 2-independent r2 alternative
is a reasonable approximation to RPDF. With Q2 = 0:5 GeV2, the r1 alternative is about
half of the r2 one. The 2 -dependent fa tors, R1 and R2, do fall o in agreement with the
ratio fi =fi when xi = 0:9, but ompletely fail at smaller xi .
We now turn to more realisti distributions, pi king one p and one   example,
where additionally the former probes jet ross se tions and the latter total ross se tions.
The interesting range of photon virtualities, to study the
longitudinal resolved photon
e e ts, is at medium Q2 , say in the interval m2 4 GeV2 . When approa hing Q2 = 0 the
longitudinal photon PDF vanish, and at large Q2 the unresolved events, the dire t and
DIS ones in our des ription, take over and dominate the ross se tions. In the following,
the ri fa tors will be used a ording to eq. (12) and (13), without the m approximation.
In  p, a one jet algorithm
was used to nd jets with transverse energy E?jet > 4 GeV
p
 p system is
within a radius R = ()2 + ()2 < 1. The invariant
mass
of
the
p
W p = 200 GeV and the photon virtuality Q2 = 1 GeV2 . At HERA sep ' 300 GeV,
wherefore a xed y = 0:44 was used when al ulating the ratio between the longitudinal and transverse photon uxes f L=e (y; Q2)=f T=e (y; Q2) in eq. (8). The proton parton
distribution used is the CTEQ5L [17℄.
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Figure 5: a) The  p jet ross se tion as a fun tion of the pseudo-rapidity  of the
jets. `Dire t' shows the ontribution from dire t events only. The others show the
total ontribution of all event lasses with and without R fa tors to in lude (or not
in lude) longitudinal resolved photon e e ts. a = 0:5 is used for ri . b) The
p di erential e+e ! e+ e +hadrons ross se tion as a fun tion of Y = ln(y1y2s= Q21 Q22).
Same notation as in a).
The obtained di erential jet ross se tion with at least one jet, with respe t to the jet
pseudo-rapidity , is shown in Fig. 5a. The photon dire tion is along the positive y-axes.
`Transverse Resolved' is the total ontribution from the sum of the di erent event lasses
in our model, but only taking into a ount the transversely resolved photon ontribution.
The ontribution from dire t events, summed over T;L, is shown separately as a referen e
for the part being una e ted by the di erent R fa tors to be applied. The xi -independent
r1 fa tor and the RPDF fa tor give about the same enhan ement of the jet ross se tion.
The jet ross se tion with the r2 fa tor is well above the other two. a was for simpli ity
hosen to 0.5 when al ulating ri. This was the value used in ref. [2℄ to obtain a ni e
agreement between data and the model for total  p and   ross se tions
with the r1
jet
alternative, and
also there overshot with the r2 one. The requirement E? > 4 GeV, i.e.
>
16 GeV2 , suppress the R1 and R2 alternatives and give only a small enhan ement of
2 
the jet ross se tion for them.
The e e ts of applying the di erent R fa tors above is most pronoun ed at entral
rapidities, where the distribution is not so mu h ontaminated by the dire t events. With
in reasing photon virtuality, starting at small but non-negligible Q2 , the jet ross se tions obtained with r1 and r2 in rease faster than the RPDF one (all with respe t to the
`Transverse Resolved' jet ross se tion). At Q2 = 1 GeV2 , as studied above, the r1 and
RPDF agree, with r2 being above. Continuing to larger virtualities, the RPDF jet ross
se tion will ontinue in reasing relatively to the `Transverse Resolved', approa hing the
r2 one, with the r1 alternative mu h below. At large photon virtualities the e e t of the
R fa tors will gradually de rease in importan e, be ause the dire t ross se tion will start
to dominate the event sample. The main point, however, is that a simple xi -independent
multipli ative fa tor works well over the whole Q2 range. This holds also in a simultaneous
10

study of two-jet event properties.
The e e ts of longitudinal resolved photons an be expe ted to be important in  
events, if at least one of the photon virtualities is not too large. Double-tagged two photon
events have been measured
p 2 by2 the L3 ollaboration [18℄ and is shown with respe t to the
variable Y = ln(y1y2s= Q1 Q2) in Fig. 5b, yi being the energy-momentum fra tion arried
by photon i, Q2i their respe tive virtuality and s the CM energy squared of the olliding
e+e pair.
As on luded in ref. [2℄, the dire t ontribution is the dominant part of the ross
se tion. Again, the `Transverse Resolved' is the total ontribution only taking into a ount
transversely resolved photons. The dire t events are in luded in the total ontribution
with both transverse and longitudinal ross se tions onsidered. The ross se tion with the
r2 alternative for estimating the longitudinal resolved photon e e ts, using a = 0:5, give
about the same result as with the ratio of the longitudinal and transverse PDF's, RPDF.
The result with r1 (not shown) is between the `Transverse Resolved' and r2. Elasti ,
di ra tive and low-p? events give a negligible ontribution to this   ross se tion.
With the hard s ale in the pro esses being relatively large, small fa tors R1 and R2 are
obtained. They disagree with the RPDF, whi h is due to the rather small typi al xi values
in the events ( f. Fig. 4).
At small Y , orresponding to medium xi and large Q2i , the single- and double-resolved
events give small ontributions, so the major part of the resolved photon events in this
region omes from a photon being resolved by a DIS photon, eq. (3) (repla ing dire t with
single-resolved). In our model, the DIS pro ess is simply the q ! q one and therefore
only the quark part enters the RPDF fa tor here. Typi al xi values for the lowest Y bins
are  0:5, orresponding to the peak region of Fig. 3b, where fi =fi is ex eptionally
large, and this explains why the r2 is mu h below RPDF here. It o ers an example of a
region where the xi -dependen e of fi =fi annot be ignored.
At large Y , xi and Q2i are smaller (but tagging onditions require Q2i > 3 GeV2),
and the single-resolved pro esses are most important among the resolved ones. The
low xi region is gluon-dominated and fi =fi vary moderately, wherefore a simple xi independent fa tor an be well approximated for the PDF ratio. While RPDF does in rease
with Y , already the transversely resolved photon ontributions are too small to give a large
e e t with the R fa tors in luded, i.e. the level of the data points is not rea hed.
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5 Summary and Outlook
The exploration of the photon stru ture o ers hallenges, both for theory and experiment.
The theory hallenge is to onstru t a realisti s enario, that overs all the aspe ts that
we know or expe t to be there. The experimental hallenge is to he k ea h of these
aspe ts separately.
Our photon s enario involves four main omponents for the real photon | dire t, DIS,
VMD and GVMD, with the latter two orresponding to a dis rete set and a ontinuum of
resolved-photon states, respe tively. For   intera tions, the number of ombinations is
thirteen. Depending on photon virtualities, these are mixed in varying proportions. Ea h
state an undergo a set of di erent intera tions, that omprise both high-p? jet produ tion
and (for most omponents) low-p? physi s. The model has several free parameters, su h
as parton distributions, 2 s ales of hard pro esses, p? ut-o s ales, and non-perturbative
primordial k? distributions.
11

Needless to say, the resulting omplexity makes experimental tests nontrivial. Any
single distribution will re eive ontributions from several omponents, states and intera tions, usually with so mu h overlap that it is diÆ ult to distinguish their separate ontributions. Some distributions may illuminate a spe ial point, like the separation between
dire t and resolved photons in the x distribution [16℄. Rapidity and p? distributions of
jets, underlying event a tivity, the p? distribution of the beam remnant jet, and elasti
and di ra tive topologies are among other measures o ering a partial separation. In the
future, the simultaneous study of many observables ould provide further information,
but probably there will be few simple answers.
In this arti le we have studied one further ompli ation, namely the poorly-known
stru ture of the resolved longitudinal photon. In prin iple, a separation from transverse
photons is provided by the di eren e in y dependen e between f L=e and f T=e , but few
experiments an o er the range of CM energies and tagging onditions that would allow
su h a separation. Sin e the longitudinal-photon intera tions vanish in the limit Q2 ! 0,
the Q2 dependen e of intera tion rates ould o er an alternative probe. Assuming that
the resolved longitudinal intera tions are gradually turned on up to Q2  m2, however,
over that range also the intera tions of the transverse photons partly hange hara ter,
and furthermore dire t longitudinal photons begin to ontribute. It is thus not lear to
what extent the stru ture of the longitudinal photon an be probed separately, on top of
everything else.
The re ent presentation of a set of QCD-evolved parton distributions for the longitudinal photon has allowed a rst assessment in this letter. (Other studies, without QCD
evolution, were presented in [19℄.) The x dependen e of the Chyla PDF's learly are
di erent from those of the transverse photons. Therefore the ratio of the two annot be
modeled by simple x-independent fa tors, the way we have tried in our previous artiles. It is then rather disappointing to note that most of these di eren es are masked
in typi al experimental quantities. In some instan es, the resolved longitudinal-photon
ontribution itself is rather small relative to other event ategories. Even where it is not
so small, in quantities like jet rates and total   ross se tions, the smearing in x and
2 is signi ant.
Thus it omes that a simple fa tor like our r1 = a4m2 Q2=(m2 + Q2 )2, with a  0:5,
gives quite a de ent des ription of the resolved longitudinal e e ts when photon virtualities
are of the order of m2 . At larger virtualities it is dampened too fast however. (When
onsidering total ross se tions, in luding elasti , di ra tive and low-p? events, it was
found to agree with data at large photon virtualities [2℄. A longitudinal PDF will not
give any new insight here however, sin e no perturbative s ale an be asso iated with the
s attering pro ess and, moreover, other des riptions are used.) On the other hand, the
r2 = a4Q2 =(m2 + Q2 ) fa tor was found to give a de ent des ription of the longitudinal
e e ts in   events, hara terized by larger Q2 than the jet studies, while the r1 failed
to do so. A hybrid of the two, e.g. a4Q2 =(m2 + bQ2 ), ould a ommodate for the r1
behaviour at Q2  m2 (b  2 3) and would approa h a onstant value for large Q2,
similar to r2 . With R = a4Q2 =(m2V + bQ2 ), a = 0:5 and b = 2, approximately the same
result as r1 in the p jet ross se tion and as r2 in e+e ! e+e + hadrons (  ) are
obtained (Fig. 5), i.e. in de ent agreement with the parton distribution fra tion RPDF for
both ases. It appears likely, but remains to be demonstrated, that a simple fa tor of this
kind ould work over a broad kinemati al range, for various observables.
The other simple alternatives, R1 and R2 , are disfavoured. In parti ular, a signi ant
2
 dependen e of fi =fi is only present at large x, and here dire t pro esses may be
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expe ted to dominate the data samples.
In summary, the bad news is that the experimental studies of fi (xi; 2; Q2 ) may turn
out to be very diÆ ult. The good news is that the un ertainty from a non-understanding
of the resolved longitudinal photon now an be redu ed, whi h should simplify the task
of exploring other aspe ts of photon physi s.
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